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�Collective memory studies and S. R. Perspective 
have several similarities

�Meta-Theory

�Dynamic perspective: No static object
�Constructivist focus: No split between subject-object-

other
�Social dimension: No individual perspective
�Functional to the groups and societies: Performs 

social, political and cultural functions: A mean for 
something more

�Collective Memory Studies an object of study 
looking for a Theory

�C.M.S
�Dynamic-Procedural more than Static and based on 

“data”
� Interrelates remembering and commemorating
� Values positively the forgetting

�Illogic and complex more than lineal and rational
�Inserted in collective dynamics more than individual

� Related to group membership
� Partial and complemented
� Coexist present and past memories
� Goes beyond groups: particular and universal

� Group and Societal Function
Valencia, J. (2005) Representacoes sociais e memoria social: vicisitudes de um objeto em busca de uma teoria. In 

Pereira De Sa (Ed) Imaginario e representacoes sociais. Museu da Republica: Rio de Janeiro.
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Remembering the Spanish Remembering the Spanish 
Civil WarCivil War

� Collective memory as
� 1) shared images or meanings of relevant past 

events
� First study: shared memories of wars

� 2) social representations of the past as a 
cultural dynamic process related to social 
identity: political ideology and generation

� Second study:  from communicative and 
polemical memories to emancipated social 
representations of the SCW

Social Representations and Social Representations and 
the Spanish Civil Warthe Spanish Civil War

� S.R. is basically “a general theory about a 
metasystem of social regulations intervening in the 
system of cognitive functioning” (Doise 1993)

� 1) There are shared memories or common points of 
reference,

� 2) this does not imply consensual agreement: there 
are different social positionings anchored in shared 
knowledge and values of different groups (e.g. 
political left vs. right)

� 3) Differences in psycho-social processes (sharing, 
remembering, appraisals of events) are guided by 
those normative regulations of social positionings
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From Polemic S.R. through From Polemic S.R. through 
Emancipated S.R towards Emancipated S.R towards 

Hegemonic S.RHegemonic S.R
The construction of common sense is aimed at:
� Managing both, change and stability (Moscovici)
� Can be understood as - “ a process of struggle and 

persuasion in the course of human history” (Moscovici
& Markova, 2000)

� the national past is something dilemmatic - collective
memory has to be studied as ideology (Billig, 1995; 
Bavnani 1998).

� This battle for meaning 1) different communicative 
modalities are used with 2) three types of 
representations by 3) different positionings

From Polemic S.R. through From Polemic S.R. through 
Emancipated towards HegemonicEmancipated towards Hegemonic

� Polemic representations – pain, 
controversy, struggle for 
meaning, communication
difficult

� After 25 years (Pennbaker, 
2000) - transformed into
Emancipated, representations. 
Less pain, more silence. 
Discernible traces of a bias
towards what will become

� In the long term – The
Hegemonic representation. 

� Unable to totally silence all the
polemic or emancipated ones, 
liable to re-emerge during - for 
instance – : Commemorations

� Propaganda, dichotomic
versions, based on a We-Them, 
Right-Wrong accentuation

� Diffusion - everybody has the
right to an opinion  (some more 
than other...)

� Propagation emerging: 
“conciliation is needed”

� Conciliation - Propagation -
softens the cutting edge of some 
emancipated  rep. and further 
silences the polemic ones

� controversy, once again, or not...
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From Polemic S.R. through From Polemic S.R. through 
Emancipated S.R towards Emancipated S.R towards 

Hegemonic S.RHegemonic S.R
� Langerbacher (2003) based on Assmann offered 

a taxonomy of types of memories related to 
actors, that can be conceived as dynamic process

CommunicativeGenerational Collective Cultural Myth

Degree of Generality and Acceptance HighLow

Interperso
nal

Generation
or cohort

Transcends the
Generation

Highly
ritualised

Mythical
past

Study 1Study 1

Defining the most important Events Defining the most important Events 
of the last 100 years: shared of the last 100 years: shared 

memories of wars and salience of memories of wars and salience of 
the Spanish Civil Warthe Spanish Civil War
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Collective MemoryCollective Memory

� Shared images and beliefs
� about relevant historical events
� “If you were writing a book about the history of 

the world for the last 100 years, which three 
events would you choose as the most important 
ones?” September-November 1998

� Psycho Students ( n = 1132) Manchester, Ulm, 
Bari, Laussane, San Sebastian, Austin & Kyoto.

Top 6 Rated Events Last Top 6 Rated Events Last 
CenturyCentury
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NationsNations contributionscontributions

EventsEvents contributionscontributions
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EventsEvents contributionscontributions

2D Plot of Row and Column Coordinates; Dimension: 1 x 2

Input Table (Rows x Columns): 57 x 17

Standardization: Row and column profiles

Dimension 1; Eigenvalue: ,39058 (11,94% of Inertia) 
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Characteristics of Images of Characteristics of Images of 
the pastthe past

� A) Collective Memory : similarity between countries, 
particularly for 10 and 100 years

� Spanish and American students share similar view -
correlation % 80 events .71

B) Sociocentrism: Most countries tends to introduce 
egocentric or national relevant events. Spanish Civil War 
for Spain last century.

� C) Recollections are related to social identity 

� “warfare is privileged above all other categories in open-
ended nominations of  the most important events … politics 
and war accounted 70 % and 60 % of  individuals named as 
the most influential”

Correlaciones
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SCW as Collective memorySCW as Collective memory
� Members of nations 

share recollections (and 
forgets) about relevant 
events (Renan)

� Different social groups 
attribute different 
meanings to events

� WW2= Pacific War 
(pacifist) versus Great 
East Asian War 
(nationalists) in Japan

� Political position and 
generation are  unrelated to 
mention SCW as an important 
event: by 60 % of cohorts and 
political groups named SCW as 
the most important

� SCW as negative is shared by 
all groups

� Differences by respect to 
appraisal: low relevance for 
right, high for left

Not by chance that Since World War II, there have been
127 wars and between 21.8 and 40 million deaths.

Study 2Study 2
Remembering the Spanish Remembering the Spanish 

Civil WarCivil War
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Generation MemoriesGeneration Memories
� Collective memory is related to fresh events lived 

in formative years by one generation or cohort
� Subjects “recall” more events lived  during 12-25 

years than people born before - and of course after

� For instance, Spaniards living formative years in 
1970-1980 mention more than other cohorts or 
generation political events related to the fall of 
Franco’s dictatorship (Rosa, Belleli & Barkhurst, 
2001)

� However, mention of the SCW is unrelated to 
generation

Communicative MemoriesCommunicative Memories
� Marañon (1956): three generation needed to overcome a 

civil war - 30 years by generation, around a century
� SR of past: Consensual as dynamic and normative: 

different regulating logics
� From Polemic S.R: conflicting representations across 

different groups (e.g.leftist vs. rightist veterans war 
memories)

� Through Emancipated S.R: different, smoothly 
interacting versions in different social insertions 
(e.g.current generation: left and right agrees on the 
negative character of the SCW, with some differences on 
responsibilities )

� Towards Hegemonic S.R: consensual throughout society 
(e.g.popular movies: SCW as  “natural catastrophe”)
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How generations and political How generations and political 
ideologies deal with the SCW?ideologies deal with the SCW?

� Instances of normative regulation in Soc. Cogni.
� Political position effect: The right has ancestors 

related to the SCW and Franco’s dictatorship: 
higher avoidant and minimization coping

� Generation effect: generation committed or with 
direct contact with political events has more 
information but usually deals with distancing 
and minimization of negative events (e.g. War 
generation and denial of collective guilt in 
Germany)

SampleSample

� Survey convenience sample: Students and 
Student’s parents

� N= 850, from Madrid, Barcelona, Granada 
and Basque Country

� Which are the most important events from 
the last 50 years in Spain?

� Survey performed in 1997
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MeasuresMeasures
� 1.- Attitude towards SCW:

� a) Valence: pleasant-unpleasant (Χ=1,36); positive-
negative (1,65) (Alpha = ,81)

� b) Relevance: important- not important (Χ=2,04); have 
sense, understandable/ not understandable (Χ=4,97); 
close, proximal / distant, distal (Χ=4,01), (Alpha = ,60)

� 2.- Knowledge: clarity of images (Χ=1,69), actors 
(Χ=2,89, causes (Χ=2,82), context and consequences 
(Χ=2,89) (Alpha = ,84)

� Likert scale 1 to 5 - higher score more positive 
valence, less meaning and more information

MeasuresMeasures
� 3.- Social sharing about SCW: a) frequency you 

spoke about the SCW (Χ=2,23); b) you avoid to talk 
(Χ=1,96) 1=never to 5=very often; (Alpha = ,81)

� 4.- Perceived influence: your attitudes towards the 
SCW is based on

� a) personal experience (Χ=1,72); b) peers opinions 
(Χ=2,01); c) mass media (Χ=2,85), d) teachers 
learning (Χ=2,44) (Alpha=,77)

� Likert scale 1 to 5 - higher score more influence
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Political Position and SCWPolitical Position and SCW

� The Right shows

� lower knowledge

� less sharing about the 
SCW

� avoids more to talk 
about the past in 
general 

� z factor scores
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Political Position and SCWPolitical Position and SCW

� The Right shows
� less information and 

sharing about the SCW, 
and also

� less influence of peers 
and mass media

� higher teachers influence
� more official and less 

communicative 
memories
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Political Position and SCWPolitical Position and SCW

� The Right shows lower information, shares less, 
avoids more to talk, shares less and attributes lower 
influence to peers and mass media

� They also minimize the negative character of the 
SCW - mean z score right =.14 versus -.16 left 
(lower score more negative appraisal)

� However right’s scores are below mid point – i.e
they share a negative evaluation of the SCW

Generation and SCWGeneration and SCW

� Cohort 1 (Post-War) born 
in 1955 and before

� Cohort 2 (Transition) born 
between 56-74

� Cohort 3 (Democracy) born 
after 75

� Oldest cohort shows higher 
knowledge and sharing 

� z factors scores
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Generation and SCWGeneration and SCW

� Oldest cohort shows

� higher influence of direct 
experience

� lower influence of 
teachers 

� Youngest cohort shows 

� lower influence of direct 
experience

� Higher influence of 
teachers
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Generation and SCWGeneration and SCW

� Oldest cohort
� despite higher knowledge, 

sharing and direct 
experience

� attributes lower meaning to 
SCW

� Youngest cohort, however, 
perceives SCW as close, 
meaningful or lowest 
scores
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Generation and SCWGeneration and SCW

� Correlations inside cohorts 
show a consistent pattern of 
relations

� Higher Social Sharing is 
related to higher Knowledge

� Higher Knowledge related 
positively to relevance: the 
more they know the higher 
relevance they give to

� Higher social sharing and 
relevance: the more they speak 
the higher relevance they give 
to

Knowledge

Sharing

Relevance

De= ,19
Tr= ,26
Pw= ,18De= ,13

Tr= ,16
PW= ,18

De= ,64
Tr= ,58
PW= ,55

Generations, social sharing Generations, social sharing 
and evaluation of the SCWand evaluation of the SCW

� Oldest generations talk 
more about the SCW but 
attribute lower meaning 
and importance

� report being more 
influenced by personal 
and peers experience

� Young generation 
talks less

� reports being more 
influenced by teachers 
and mass media

� Young generation 
attributes more 
importance and 
meaning than older 
generation to SCW
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Relevance by Generation and Relevance by Generation and 
Political Position: normalization Political Position: normalization 

towards meaningtowards meaning
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Political Position and Political Position and ““forgettingforgetting””
versus remembering  the SCWversus remembering  the SCW

� Rightists cope with a negative past events related to 
ancestors by means of lower social sharing, 
avoidance of information and rely more on official 
information (teachers) – minimizing thus the 
responsibility  of perpetrators from the in-group.

� Rightist newspaper in 70’s and 80’s (e.g. ABC) also 
avoid to mention and to discuss about the SCW 
(Aguilar,1993)

� Leftists show a profile of a “devoir de memoire”duty
of memory related to victims
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From communicative and From communicative and 
generational memory to generational memory to 

collective memory collective memory 

� The Oldest and intermediate generations cope 
with the negative past by means of higher 
social sharing, but also by means of denial of 
meaning and importance or relevance

� Beliefs and attitudes of the oldest generation 
are shared memories, based on direct 
experience and communication

From Polemic S.R. through From Polemic S.R. through 
Emancipated S.R towards Emancipated S.R towards 

Hegemonic S.RHegemonic S.R
� Close, face to face information transmission is 

vanishing in the last generation - grand 
parents that suffered the SCW are dying

� a convergence of young cohort of different 
political positions in a general appraisal: SCW 
is an important, meaningful and negative 
event, that everybody remembers

� not a communicative or generation memory, 
but a consensual image of a social 
catastrophe
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From Polemic S.R. through From Polemic S.R. through 
Emancipated S.R towards Emancipated S.R towards 

Hegemonic S.RHegemonic S.R
� Results show that the sharing of common points of 

reference (e.a. the common naming of the SCW) does 
not imply consensual agreement: different social 
positionings anchored in values and knowledge of 
different groups were found for Generation and 
Ideology

� Moreover, Individual differences in psycho-social 
processes were found (in social sharing, knowledge, and 
relevance) which were guided by those normative social 
regulations of social positionings in Generation and 
Ideology

From Polemic S.R. through From Polemic S.R. through 
Emancipated S.R towards Emancipated S.R towards 

Hegemonic S.RHegemonic S.R
�Dynamic Type Memory Features Type of S.R. Type 

Experience

Disensus, 
Conflict

Communica-
tive

Vivid,
living 
memories

Polemic Direct or 
oral

Generational Autobiograph. 
and Semantic
Knowledge

Polemic and or 
Emancipated

Direct and
mass media

Consensus, 
Reconciliat
ion

Collective Abstract Hegemonic Indirect, 
mediated, 
rituals




